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Abstract

While a simple information market lets one trade on the probability of each value of
a single variable, a combinatorial information market lets one trade on any combination
of a set of variables, including any conditional or joint probability. In laboratory
experiments, we compare the accuracy of simple markets, two kinds of combinatorial
markets, a call market and a market maker, isolated individuals who report to a scoring
rule, and two ways to combine those individual reports into a group prediction. We
consider two environments with asymmetric information on sparsely correlated binary
variables, one with three subjects and three variables, and one with six subjects and
eight variables (and so 256 states).
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Introduction

Economists have long noticed that speculative markets, though created for other purposes,
also aggregate relevant information. In fact, it is hard to find information that such market
prices do not embody, because those who find neglected information can profit by trading on
it, and thereby correcting this neglect (Lo, 2000). Recently, new markets have been created
specifically to take advantage of this effect. Called information markets, prediction markets
(Wolfers & Zitzewitz, 2004), virtual stock markets (Spann & Skiera, 2003), artificial markets
(Pennock, Giles, & Nielsen, 2001), or idea futures (Hanson, 1990, 1995), such markets now
estimate product sales, project completion dates, and election outcomes.

In every known head-to-head field comparison, information markets have been no less
accurate than other social institutions. Orange Juice futures improve on National Weather
Service forecasts (Roll, 1984), horse race markets beat horse race experts (Figlewski, 1979),
Oscar markets beat columnist forecasts (Pennock et al., 2001), gas demand markets beat gas
demand experts (Spencer, 2004), stock markets beat the official NASA panel at fingering the
guilty company in the Challenger accident (Maloney & Mulherin, 2003), election markets
beat national opinion polls (Berg, Nelson, & Rietz, 2001), and corporate sales markets beat
official corporate forecasts (Chen & Plott, 1998).

Of the many obstacles that limit the wider application of such markets, one of the most
important is cost. While there are many applications where the benefits of such markets
outweigh the current costs, if costs were lower there would be more cost-effective applications.
And one of the main cost drivers today is the fact that standard market mechanisms, such
as the simple double auction, require many traders per asset. Because traders do not want
to make offers that have little chance of being quickly accepted, a usual rule of thumb is
that one needs several times more traders than the number of assets one wants to be traded.
When there are not enough traders, markets are too thin, and most assets will not be traded.

Yet on most topics of interest there are usually hundreds, if not millions, of estimates that
one might desire. For example, instead of estimating a company’s total sales every quarter,
one might want to estimate the sales of each product, in each region, every week. Instead
of just estimating expected values, one might want a full probability distribution over each
parameter. In addition to estimating the chances of simple events, one might also want the
chances of conjunctions and disjunctions of those events. In the limit, one might want a full
joint probability distribution over all relevant events.

Amid this vast combinatorial space of estimates of interest, decision-conditional forecasts
stand out as being of special interest (Hanson, 1999; Berg & Rietz, 2003; Abramowicz, 2004;
Hahn & Tetlock, 2004). For example, markets could estimate the sales of a particular product
conditional on hiring various particular ad agencies to market that product. Such markets
could directly advise particular decisions, by directly estimating the relevant consequences
of those decisions.

Similar market thinness problems appear when one wants people to buy and sell com-
binations of items - there are far too many possible combinations of items to just create a
separate market for each combination. These issues are relevant in spectrum auctions, for
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example, where buyers fundamentally have values for various packages of spectrum locations.
To deal with these problems, increasingly powerful designs for combinatorial auctions and
markets have been developed over the last decade (Rassenti, Smith, & Bulfin, 1982; Banks,
Ledyard, & Porter, 1989; DeMartini, Kwasnica, Ledyard, & Porter, 1999; Porter, Rassenti,
& Smith, 2003). These successes raise our hopes that related solutions can be found to
enable combinatorial information markets.

FutureMAP was a DARPA research program which in 2001 began funding two efforts to
apply information markets in security contexts. One of those efforts was the Policy Analysis
Market (PAM), which focused on estimating geopolitical stability in the Middle East, because
it was an ambitious high-value application area, and on developing combinatorial markets
for that application, because the PAM team had for many years pioneered combinatorial
auction and market technologies (Polk, Hanson, Ledyard, & Ishikida, 2003).

As part of that PAM effort, the authors developed several concepts for combinatorial
information markets, and then in 2002 and 2003 ran laboratory experiments comparing the
prediction accuracy of two of those new mechanisms and two more traditional mechanisms.
These comparisons were made regarding a laboratory information task intended to reflect
some of the difficult information features of the intended geopolitical stability application.

This paper reports on the design and results of those experiments.1 We describe the
experimental environments, the tested mechanisms, the overall experimental design, and the
experimental results.

Test Environments

There are many standard criteria used to choose laboratory environments. For example,
laboratory environments are usually designed to require only a few minutes of time from a
few people, to be easy to explain to random students, and be described in an neutral manner,
avoiding suggestions about how subjects should behave.

For experiments on information aggregation, another handy criteria is the ability to
exactly calculate rational beliefs given individual information and given the sum of all indi-
vidual information. This allows one to define a mechanism’s accuracy as the Kullback-Leibler
(KL) information distance2 from the mechanism’s predictions to the rational beliefs given all
information available to the individuals using that mechanism (Kullback & Leibler, 1951).

In virtually all laboratory experiments done so far, the basic information tasks that sub-
jects have had to perform have been relatively simple; most of the complexity subjects faced
was in inferring others’ information from their behavior (Plott & Sunder, 1988; Forsythe &
Lundholm, 1990; Sunder, 1995). In contrast, we wanted our laboratory testbed environment
to model more of what we considered to be the essential information tasks posed by the real
PAM environment.

1PAM and all FutureMAP projects were canceled suddenly in July 2003, amid a media storm of criticism,
just before PAM was about to begin trading (Hanson, 2005).

2The KL distance from p to q is
∑

i qi log(pi/qi).
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A More Realistic Information Task

The initial PAM plan was to focus on forecasting military and political instability around the
world, how US policies would effect such instability, and how such instability would impact
US and global aggregates of interest. The plan later focused on the Mideast, because of the
high cost of finding reputable sources to judge after the fact what instability had actually
occurred in each nation.

The final PAM plan was to cover eight nations. For each nation in each quarter of
a year, we would have traders predict its military activity, political instability, economic
growth, related US military activity, and US financial involvement. In addition, traders
would predict US GDP, world trade, US military casualties, and western terrorist casualties,
and a few to-be-determined miscellaneous items. This would require a hundred or so base
markets. Most important, we wanted our traders to predict combinations of these events,
such has how moving US troops out of Saudi Arabia would effect political stability there,
how that would effect stability in Syria, and how all that might change oil prices.

We judged the essence of the PAM information task to be using theory and data to puzzle
out the connections between many weakly related variables. For example, an expert on Syria
might know enough to conclude that Syrian military activity tends to follow Syrian economic
growth with a time lag, while an expert in regional political relations might conclude that
Saudi Arabian political stability tends to follow Iraqi political stability with a time lag.

More abstractly, there should be many variables and different people should be experts
in different overlapping sets of variables. While most pairs of variables should not be directly
related, a few variable pairs should be more strongly, if imperfectly, related. The challenge
for participants would be to combine general knowledge with empirical data on previous
variable trends to infer the relations between particular variables.

A simple information environment design that roughly satisfies all these design criteria
is to give subjects exact knowledge of a specific probability distribution over some set of
binary variables, but to then randomly relabel the names of all the variables. Each subject
is shown, for certain renamed variables, the variable values in a set of random draws from
the distribution. The subjects are then asked to combine their general knowledge of the
distribution with their empirical data from random draws, to predict new random draws.

We created two environments with this general structure. In our “Challenging” environ-
ment six subjects predicted eight binary variables, and so estimated a probability distribution
over 28 = 256 possible states. Our “Training” environment had the same general structure,
but was simpler. There three subjects predicted three binary variables, and so estimated
a probability distribution over 23 = 8 possible states. In both environments the subject’s
general knowledge was the fact that the true distribution was a certain chain of correlated
variables, while the subject’s empirical data was partial data on ten previous random draws.

Training Environment

In the training environment, the general knowledge given to subjects was that the cases were
generated according to the following rule. First, the variable X had a 30% chance of being
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Case A B C
1 0 1 –
2 1 0 –
3 0 0 –
4 1 1 –
5 1 1 –
6 1 1 –
7 1 0 –
8 0 1 –
9 1 0 –
10 1 0 –
Sum: 7 5 –
Same A B C
A – 4 –
B – – –
C – – –

Table 1: Training Environment, Sample Private Information

set to 0. Next, the variable Y had a 20% chance of being set equal to X. Finally, the variable
Z was given a 50% chance of being zero, independently of X and Y. Thus only one of the
three variable pairs has a strong relation.

Table 1 shows an example of the empirical information given to a subject in the training
environment. This subject sees the values of variables A and B for ten random cases drawn
from the true distribution. The other two subjects see the same ten random draws, except
they see either the variables A and C or the variables B and C.

Initially, subjects do not know which variables in A,B,C correspond to which variables
in X,Y,Z; all six possible permutations are equally likely. A subject who saw the data from
Table 1, however, might reasonably infer that the variables A and B are unlikely to be
strongly related, and that A was a good candidate to be the variable X.

Note that the sections “Sum” and “Same” of the table give redundant summaries of
these ten cases; if forced to, subjects could easily compute these statistics for themselves.
Note also that together all three subjects see all three variables and all three variable pairs,
and that subjects can always just predict new cases based on the empirical statistics of the
previous cases, ignoring their general knowledge of the true distribution.

Challenging Environment

In the challenging environment, the general knowledge given to subjects was that the cases
were generated according to the following rule. First, the variable S had a 20% chance of
being set to 0. Next, the variable T had a 20% chance of being set equal to S. Then the
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Case A B C D E F G H
1 0 1 0 1 – – – –
2 1 0 0 1 – – – –
3 0 0 1 1 – – – –
4 1 0 1 1 – – – –
5 0 1 1 1 – – – –
6 1 0 0 1 – – – –
7 0 1 1 1 – – – –
8 1 0 0 1 – – – –
9 1 0 0 1 – – – –
10 1 0 0 1 – – – –
Sum: 6 3 4 10 – – – –
Same A B C D E F G H
A – 1 2 6 – – – –
B – – 7 3 – – – –
C – – – 4 – – – –
D – – – – – – – –
. . .

Table 2: Challenging Environment, Sample Private Information

variable U had a 20% chance of being set equal to T. This pattern continued all the way
down the chain of eight variables S,T,U,V,W,X,Y,Z. Thus out of 28 variable pairs, only 7
pairs, or 25%, were strongly and directly related.

Table 2 shows an example of the empirical information given to a subject in the chal-
lenging environment. This subject sees the values of the variables A,B,C,D for ten random
draws from the true distribution. The other five subjects would see the values for E,F,G,H,
for A,C,E,G, for B,D,F,H, for A,B,E,F, and for C,D,G,H. If these variables are arranged as
the vertices of a cube, the variable sets correspond to the faces of that cube. Each subject
sees six variable pairs, and of the 28 total pairs, twelve are seen by two subjects, twelve are
seen by one subject, and four are seen by no subjects.

In table 2, the true name mapping is A=W, B=V, C=X, D=S, E=U, F=Z, G=Y, H=T.
Initially, subjects only know that all 40,320 possible mappings are equally likely. A subject
looking at table 2, however, might reasonably infer that A,B and A,C are strongly related,
which in fact they are. He might also guess that B,D and C,D may be strongly related,
which in fact they are not.

The challenging environment is clearly a much more difficult inference task than subjects
are usually faced with in laboratory information experiments. It is arguably, however, still
much simpler than found in most real world environments, such as PAM would have provided.
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Mechanisms

What social institutions can induce subjects in the above two environments to combine their
information into an accurate consensus forecast?

Simple Information Markets

The closest analogy to standard information markets for these environments is to have one
asset per variable, and to trade each one in a simple double auction. That is, the asset “Pays
$1 if A=1” is traded in the first market, the asset “Pays $1 if B=1” is traded in the second
market, and so on. Subjects make offers to buy or sell a certain number of these assets
for a given price, and when offers match a trade occurs. (When short sales backed by cash
deposits are allowed, there is no need for explicit markets in the matching assets “Pays $1 if
A=0” and so on.)

We used MarketScape software provided by Charles Plott to run the simple information
market sessions. We used the price of the last trade in each market as an estimate of P(A=1),
P(B=1), and so on. We created a estimate of the full joint distribution over the variables by
assuming variable independence.

Note that these markets are operating near the edge of feasibility in terms of traders
per asset. In the training environment three subjects trade in three markets, while in the
challenging environment six subjects trade in eight markets. Another possible way to use
standard information markets in these environments would be to use one market per inde-
pendent state. This is barely imaginable in the training case, where three subjects would
have to trade in 7 markets. But this seems quite infeasible in the challenging environment,
where six subjects would have to trade in 255 markets.

Combinatorial Call Markets

The second institution we compared was a combinatorial call market. It was similar to
markets that have been successfully used in two sided combinatorial trading in other contexts,
including in the closely related area of financial markets (Ledyard, Bossaerts, & Fine, 2002).

In a call market, there is an open round when subjects can submit offers and see some
estimates of what would happen if no more offers were submitted. When the open round
ends, prices are chosen to allow as much as possible of as many offers as possible to be
matched with each other, at least among the offers that subjects can make good on. Some
offers may be accepted for a reduced quantity, and may be given a more favorable per unit
price than was requested. We allowed offers to be canceled during the open round, and
passed unmet offers on to the next open round.

In our combinatorial market, subjects could offer to buy and sell not only “Pays $1 if
A=1”, but also “Pays $1 if A=1 and B=0”, “Pays $1 if A=1 given B=0”, or “Pays $1 if A=1
and B=0 given C=1 and D=0.” (A trade of an asset with a “given” condition is undone if
the condition is false.) To make these offers as comparable as possible, they are internally
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translated into offers regarding packages of state assets. (A state specifies the values of all
the variables, and a state asset pays off only if that exact state is realized.)

The exact algorithm used to match offers, set prices, and estimate those results during
the open round, is complex and proprietary to Net Exchange (the small business associated
with PAM), and so was not revealed to subjects.

Proper Scoring Rules

As a reference for comparison, we ran sessions where individual subjects described their
predictions to a proper scoring rule. A proper scoring rule is a rule for paying subjects
based on both the true state that is realized and their stated probability distribution. A risk
neutral Bayesian with state-independent utility should respond to a proper scoring rule by
stating her true subjective probabilities (Brier, 1950; Savage, 1971).

We used a logarithmic scoring rule, which has many favorable properties (Good, 1952;
Winkler, 1969). A less favorable property of this rule is that payments are unbounded. Since
we imposed a budget constraint on subjects, they were in principle limited in how close to
zero or one they could go in their predictions. This limit was rarely relevant, however.

While the sessions with simple information markets used a different interface, for all other
mechanisms the user interface for browsing and changing probabilities was made to be as
uniform and standard as possible. This uniformity hopefully reduced a source of random
variation in the relative mechanism performance.

The standard interface had a “get price” request that would return the current proba-
bility for any expression one cared to enter, such as “A=1 and B=0 given C=1 and D=0.”
One could also browse a display of probabilities. Initially one would see the unconditional
probabilities for all the variables. One could then choose a particular variable and set the
interface to assume that it had a particular value. After that one would see the probabilities
for all variables conditional on that assumption. One could then make more assumptions.

In the proper scoring rule mechanism, subjects would browse the current probability
values looking for a number they wanted to change. Upon asking to change a particular
number, subjects would be told the consequences for their portfolio of making that change,
and would then be asked if they wanted to continue.

The mechanisms also provided a uniform way to browse one’s portfolio, showing how
average payoffs would vary with different variable values. Mechanisms also had a uniform
way of indicating whether one was already long or short on any particular asset one was
thinking of trading.

Opinion Pools

The probability distributions given by individuals in response to a scoring rule can be com-
bined in various ways to give a group forecast. It has long been known that if one has
good models of how individual behavior responds to information, and a good model of the
information task, one can use Bayesian inference to produce a good probability estimate
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from individual opinions (Genest & Zidek, 1986). This has even been demonstrated in some
simple laboratory environments (Chen, Fine, & Huberman, 2003).

In the absence of such models, one can use some heuristic formulas to combine individual
forecasts. Linear opinion pools, which give an arithmetic mean of individual opinions, and
logarithmic opinion pools, which give a geometric mean of individual opinions, are popular.

A big problem with these approaches is the need to judge which participants are how
informative on which topics. And there are some impossibility theorems that make all
possibilities seem unsatisfactory in one way or another (Genest & Zidek, 1986). But this
should not keep us from seeing how these rules perform in practice. We will look at simple
linear and logarithmic opinion pools, where all subjects are weighted equally.

Market Scoring Rules

There is a way for many people to share, in sequence, a single proper scoring rule. The rule
starts at an initial probability distribution, and then each person is invited to change that
distribution whenever she is willing to be paid based on the difference between scoring rule
payoffs for the previous distribution and the new distribution she reports (Hanson, 2003).

A risk-neutral Bayesian with state-independent utility should always expect to profit
from changing the shared distribution in the direction of her current beliefs. And since every
such change is equivalent to some bet, and vice versa, a market scoring rule is equivalent to
a market maker that stands willing to make any combinatorial trades. He offers a fair price
for infinitesimal quantities, and prices get worse for larger quantities.

While a scoring rule always suffers some expected loss, as the price of inducing par-
ticipation, for a market scoring rule this loss only depends on the last report given to it,
and is independent of all previous reports. For a combinatorial logarithmic rule the price
only depends on the number of variables included, with no additional cost for allowing all
combinations of these variables. Logarithmic versions are nicely modular (Hanson, 2002).

In our sessions we started the market scoring rule off with a uniform probability distri-
bution over all states, just as one usually does implicitly for a simple proper scoring rule.

The interface for using the market scoring rule was very much like the interface for a
proper scoring rule; the main difference is that the probabilities can change even when a
subject does nothing. To deal with this, subjects could specify whether they wanted their
order to be canceled if the prices had changed between the last price they saw and the
moment they sent in their new order.

Experiment Design

The experiments were run at the California Institute of Technology, and the subjects were
students there. Subjects made an average of about $30 for a roughly two hour session.
Instructions were as similar as possible across the treatments. They were available online
and were read by subjects before they came to the experiments.
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Each experimental session used a single environment and a single mechanism. For both
environments, all sessions using that environment used exactly the same schedule of subject
information and true distributions. This hopefully reduced random variation in relative
mechanism performance.

All subjects participated in a training environment session before participating in a chal-
lenging environment session. Training sessions had twelve subjects, broken into four groups
of three, while challenging sessions had eighteen subjects, broken into three groups of six.
Subjects stayed in the same group for all periods of a session.

Each session was composed of a practice period, and then six real periods were planned,
though sometimes software problems forced an early end. The first two real periods lasted
for fifteen minutes each, and the rest last for twelve minutes each. At the end of each period,
subjects were paid based not on a single new sample from the true distribution, but based
on a sample of one hundred cases from the true distribution. This reduced random variation
in subject payoffs.

Subjects were given 120 francs (i.e., experimental currency) at start of session, and an-
other 40 francs before each real period, including the first. All mechanisms ensured that
subjects could never bet what they did not have, and spending was also limited to 120
francs per period. In principle subjects who lost a lot in the first few rounds might have
fewer francs to spend in later rounds than other subjects, but this never actually happened.

In the combinatorial call sessions, there were four open rounds and four closings per
period. Open rounds lasted two to three minutes. In the proper scoring rule and market
scoring rule sessions, subjects had a slightly higher average payoff due to the small net
subsidy these mechanisms provide.

The performance measure we used to compare mechanisms was the Kullback-Leibler (KL)
distance from the mechanism’s predictions to the rational beliefs given all the information
available to the individuals in a group.

For all mechanisms, the official prediction was taken to be the last price or report. Since
the combinatorial call mechanism sometimes returned zero prices for some states in the
challenging environment, those prices were rounded up to be a minium of 2× 10−6, to avoid
giving the mechanism an infinite penalty under KL distance metric.

Results

In the training environment the KL distances were clearly not normally distributed. These
distances cannot be less than zero, and many were relatively close to zero. The logarithms
of the KL distances, however, were distributed roughly normally. We thus used -Log(KL
Distance) as the basis for our statistical analysis of our results. As we had only weak
expectations about relative performance, all statistical tests were two-tailed tests.

Table 3 collects the main results of our experiments, given mean and 95% confidence
interval values for each mechanism in each environment. The number of cases listed is
the number of distinct group periods for the market mechanisms, the number of individual
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Training (3 Variables) Challenging (8 variables)
Mechanism Cases Mean 95%C.I. Cases Mean 95%C.I.
Proper Scoring Rule 72 2.44 (1.97,2.91) 144 -0.078 (-0.106,0.050)
Linear Opinion Pool 384 2.48 (2.33,2.63) 144 0.136 (0.116,0.156)
Log Opinion Pool 384 2.56 (2.40,2.72) 144 0.162 (0.142,0.183)
Simple Double Auction 24 1.52 (1.39,1.65) 18 -0.112 (-0.150,-0.073)
Combinatorial Call 24 2.60 (2.15,3.04) 18 -0.195 (-0.328,-0.062)
Market Scoring Rule 36 3.92 (3.18,4.66) 17 0.134 (0.024,0.244)

Table 3: Mechanism Performance, -Log(KL Distance)

reports for the proper scoring rule, and the number of distinct combinations of reports of
subjects in their respective roles for the opinion pools.

Direct statistical tests were also made comparing the mechanisms. In the training envi-
ronment, the simple double auction was significantly worse than the other mechanisms, the
market scoring rule was significantly better than the other mechanisms, and the remaining
mechanisms were not significantly different from each other. In the challenging environment,
the market scoring rule and the two opinion pools were significantly better than the other
mechanisms, but there were no significant differences within these categories. All signifi-
cant differences were significant at the 0.1% level, while all insignificant differences were not
significant at the 5% level.

An analysis of the market scoring rule price accuracy as a function of time within each
period shows that prices were as accurate as they were going to be within three to five
minutes, and did not get any more accurate in the ten minutes that followed.

Interpretation

The simple double action was the only non-combinatorial mechanism we tested, and it seems
to have been strongly punished for this failing in environments where a lot of information is
in the relations between variables. The combinatorial call market improved on this situation
in the training environment, but not in the challenging environment, suggesting that there
is a limit to the ability of such markets to add liquidity to thin markets.

The opinion pools did very well in the challenging environment, but less so in the train-
ing environment. This relative failing is understandable in that information was relatively
equally distributed in the challenging environment, but unequally distributed in the training
environment. In the training environment, only one subject saw the two variables that were
strongly related, while in the challenging environment most subjects saw one to three strongly
related variables. As many have noted, opinion pools can be sensitive to assumptions about
the relative amount of information held by different participants.

The market scoring rule did the best of all, helping six people to combined their infor-
mation to estimate 255 independent probabilities within a period of five minutes.
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Conclusion

Information markets seem to hold great promise, but an important obstacle to their wider
application is the fact that standard market mechanisms, such as the simple double auction,
require many traders per asset. This typically makes it hard to obtain a combinatorial set
of estimates from such markets.

We wanted a better mechanism to use in the Policy Analysis Market. So we developed
several concepts for combinatorial information markets, and then ran laboratory experiments
comparing the prediction accuracy of two of those new mechanisms and some more traditional
mechanisms. These comparisons were made regarding a laboratory information task intended
to reflect some of the difficult information features of our intended geopolitical stability
application.

In our test environments combinatorial mechanisms clearly dominated the one non-
combinatorial market mechanism we tried. But even a combinatorial call market ran into
trouble in our challenging environment. Opinion pools, which mechanically combine indi-
vidual opinions, did well overall, but not quite as well in an environment where information
is not evenly distributed to participants.

The market scoring rule had the best performance overall, clearly beating all other mech-
anisms in one environment, and doing as well as any other mechanism in the other environ-
ment.
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